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PIGLING IS A KOREAN CINDERELLA STORY. IT HAS BEEN

TOLD THROUGHOUT KOREA FOR CENTURIES. MANY

DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF THE STORY EXIST, BUT THEY ALL

TELL OF A YOUNG GIRL WHO SUFFERS AT THE HANDS OF A

WICKED STEPMOTHER. THE STORIES ALSO FEATURE A

HELPFUL GOBLIN THAT REVEALS ITSELF IN THE FORM OF

FRIENDLY FOREST CREATURES. THESE CREATURES STEP

FORWARD TO ASSIST THE HEROINE WHENEVER SHE NEEDS A

HELPING HAND. 
IN CREATING THIS ADAPTATION OF PIGLING, AUTHOR

DAN JOLLEY RELIED ON SEVERAL TELLINGS OF THE TALE,
INCLUDING WILLIAM ELLIOT GRIFFIS’S PIGLING AND HER

PROUD SISTER AS IT APPEARS IN OLIVE BEAUPRÉ

MILLER’S THROUGH FAIRY HALLS. JOLLEY ALSO WORKED

WITH CONSULTANT MINSOOK KIM, PH.D., OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, TO ENSURE THAT

THE STORY’S DETAILS ARE HISTORICALLY ACCURATE. ARTIST

ANNE TIMMONS REFERRED TO NUMEROUS HISTORICAL

SOURCES AND WORKED CLOSELY WITH KIM TO BRING THE

STORY’S DYNAMIC IMAGERY TO LIFE. 
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By the time she reached the festival, 
Pear Blossom’s heart had stopped 
beating so fast and she didn’t even 
miss her sandal that much.

And so, for the 
first time in a 
very, very long 
time . . . 

 . . . Pear Blossom 
got to enjoy 
herself a little bit.

A very little bit, 
as it turned out.

Pigling!

a
 moment’s peace
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go-between: a person who helps
people to communicate or to reach
an agreement. Pear Blossom’s
future husband sent go-betweens
to Pear Blossom’s father to reach
an agreement about the couple’s
marriage.

hull: to separate the outer covering
from a seed

magistrate (maj-uh-strate): an
official who rules over a land or
a nation

matchmaker: a person who brings
unmarried people together to
arrange a marriage

nobleman: a man who is born to an
important family or who holds 
an important position

omoni (aw-maw-nee): the Korean word
for “mother”

ox: a large mammal related to the cow

paddy: wet land where rice grows

proposal: a suggestion or an offer.
Proposal often refers to a
marriage offer.

tornado: a strong windstorm
accompanied by a funnel-shaped
cloud

widow: a woman whose husband 
has died

glossary and pronunciation guide

original pencil sketch

from page 26
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further reading and websites

Climo, Shirley. The Korean Cinderella. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1993.
Climo’s picture-book version of the Korean Cinderella story features detailed
paintings and Korean words and expressions.

Fleischman, Paul. Glass Slipper, Gold Sandal: A Worldwide Cinderella. New
York: Henry Holt, 2007. This enchanting title marries many different
traditions. It interweaves seventeen Cinderella stories into one multicultural
fairy tale.

Holman, Sheri. Sondok: Princess of the Moon and Stars. New York: Scholastic,
2002. Read the fictional diary of Princess Sondok, the girl who became queen
of Silla, South Korea, in A.D. 632.

Hidden Korea: Culture
http://www.pbs.org/hiddenkorea/

Learn interesting facts about Korean culture at this website from PBS.

Time for Kids: South Korea
http://www.timeforkids.com/TFK/hh/goplaces/main/0,20344,927166,00.html 

Explore South Korea at this site, which includes a sightseeing guide, a fun
quiz, and e-cards you can send to your friends.

creating pigling: a cinderella story
To create Pigling: A Cinderella Story, author Dan Jolley relied on various
versions of the story, including William Elliot Griffis’s Pigling and Her Proud
Sister as it appears in Olive Beaupré Miller’s Through Fairy Halls. Jolley shaped
his adaptation of the tale in consultation with Minsook Kim, Ph.D., of the
University of California, Berkeley. Artist Anne Timmons consulted various
historical sources while completing artwork for the book. She worked closely with
Kim to ensure accuracy in her depictions of Korean customs and culture.
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magic birds, 24–27 
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about the author and the artist

dan jolley began his writing career in the early nineties. His limited series
Obergeist was voted Best Horror Comic of 2001 by Wizard Magazine, and his
DC Comics project JSA: The Unholy Three received an Eisner Award
nomination (the comics industry’s highest honor) for Best Limited Series of
2003. In recent years, he has cowritten two novels based on licensed properties:
Star Trek SCE: Some Assembly Required and Vengeance, from the television
series Angel. May 2007 saw the debut of Jolley’s first solo novel series, an
original young adult sci-fi espionage story called Alex Unlimited, published
by a joint venture of TokyoPop and HarperCollins. Jolley lives in Cary,
North Carolina, where he works as a computer game designer for Icarus
Studios.

anne timmons was born in Portland, Oregon, and received her Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree from Oregon State University. In addition to her collaboration
with Trina Robbins on the Lulu Award-winning GoGirl!, Timmons’s work
includes the Eisner-nominated Dignifying Science and the comic-book version
of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. She has illustrated and painted covers for
children’s books and provided interior and cover art for regional and national
magazines, including Wired, Portland Review, and Comic Book Artist.
Timmons’s art also appears in the anthology 9-11: Artists Respond and is 
now part of the Prints and Photographs collection at the Library of Congress.
Timmons and Robbins recently collaborated on a graphic novel adaptation
of Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey, which came out in 2007. Samples of
Timmons’s art can be seen at http://www.annetimmons.com.
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pear blossom, a young korean girl, leads a happy life—
until her mother dies and her father remarries. her new 
wicked stepmother and stepsister make pear blossom the 
victim of their cruelty. they even give her the nickname 
pigling, or little pig. but soon, magical creatures come to 
pear blossom’s aid—and one day, the girl meets a  
handsome magistrate. will pear blossom’s luck  
change for the better? or is she destined to 
suffer at her stepfamily’s hands forever?

from a life filled with hardship . . . 
. . . comes an unmatched beauty 
destined for a fairy-tale ending.


